loci near genes that increase risk for asthma related phenotypes. The method could be used for other complex disorders that exhibit locus heterogeneity.
Introduction
Inadequate phenotype development is a major obstacle to finding susceptibility genes for complex diseases (i.e. diseases involving multiple loci and environmental factors). Disease phenotypes typically are defined by clinical status, which is sensible when the goal is to treat the disorder, but other methods may be more productive when the goal is to determine the genetic etiology of the disorder. Here we consider the problem of identifying susceptibility loci for a complex disease that may exhibit locus heterogeneity for at least one of the genes involved in the disorder [see 1 for more on heterogeneity in the context of quantitative traits]. We focus on quantitative traits as this provides a natural framework for studying complex diseases. The method was developed in the context of seeking genes that increase susceptibility to asth-ma, hence we also discuss the results from applying the method to this widespread condition. It is widely accepted that asthma and its associated quantitative traits are genetically complex [2] and genetically heterogeneous [3] .
The goal here is to identify a major gene involved in a quantitative phenotype that is modified by other genes and environmental factors that are heterogeneous. We would expect that there would be some familial environmental sources and polygenes that vary from family to family, but we would want to localize the common major genes since identification of such genes would allow detection and/or treatment of most with the disorder. We note that in almost all applications, these genetic sources will be confounded with environmental factors that differ between families, but since interest is on identifying the common major gene rather than the polygenes, the distinction is not so important. Rather than develop methods for analyzing genotypic data, we here address the problem by attempting to define quantitative phenotypes based on a collection of variables that are measured for each subject. The constructed phenotypes will then be subjected to a genome scan using variance components linkage methods.
To accomplish these goals, we investigate the use of family information, although not genotypic information, for the construction of phenotypes. Below we present a model that allows incorporation of this information. The basic idea behind the model is best illustrated with an idealized example ( fig. 1 ). This figure represents data for affected (represented with black symbols) and unaffected (represented with white symbols) for 3 families (the different symbols indicate family membership) for 2 continuous variables (the 2 coordinate axes in the figure). Here we suppose that there is a single major gene that is consistent across families, but there are 2 varieties of polygenes that modify the action of this gene (the family represented by diamonds differs from the other two families). No linear transformation of these variables will result in a variable which will allow separation of the affected and unaffected, but if we measure the distance of each individual to the center of the cluster of the affected in his or her family, we obtain a variable which has the property that small values are associated with the disease allele for the major gene.
Previous approaches to heterogeneity take a different approach than the one proposed here. These other approaches assume that the major gene varies with family and attempt to localize this gene by fitting a mixture model to the recombination fraction. Ekstrøm and Dalgaard [1] have extended the usual approach to mixture modeling for detecting linkage of binary traits to the QTL case. The most important difference between their approach and the approach proposed here is that they assume there is a single phenotype that is measured through a single response variable, and all families either have or do not have linkage at any given locus. In contrast, the method proposed here uses data on multiple measurements and recognizes that there are multiple, slightly varying phenotypes that should likely be classified as affected. In addition, the method proposed here attempts to detect loci that are common to all or most families.
Phenotype Development in Asthma
There have been attempts to refine phenotypes based on clinical understanding. In the context of asthma, the Tuscon Children's Respiratory Cohort Study found distinct wheezing phenotypes in children under the age of 6 [4, 5] . More recently, Kurukulaaratchy et al. [6] have used data on wheezing, atopy, lung function and bronchial hyper-responsiveness to differentiate between 2 groups of subjects they label transient wheezers and persistent wheezers. They have demonstrated statistically significant differences between these groups in terms of morbidity in the first 10 years of life, but they did not investigate the possibility of genetic differences between these phenotypes.
Several investigations have been undertaken to define phenotypes relating to asthma and examine the extent to which these phenotypes are genetically independent. Palmer et al. [7] concluded that total and specific serum IgE levels, blood eosinophil counts and airway responsiveness to an inhaled agonist are useful as phenotypes since the narrow sense heritability was sufficiently high. In contrast, this work found the heritability of FEV1 was quite low (6.1). This group also found evidence for differing genetic determinants of IgE levels and airway responsiveness [8] . There have also been attempts to conduct segregation analysis using quantitative traits related to asthma [9] . This work is closer to our approach in that it sought the existence of major genes that influence two or more of the following trait values: total IgE levels, blood eosinophil counts and the dose-response slope of methacholine challenge. They found evidence for a single major locus at which a recessive allele increased or decreased each of these phenotypes. Further modeling indicated the 3 traits do not share a common gene, hence this was interpreted as evidence for the existence of at least 3 distinct genetic pathways involving major genes.
Materials and Methods

Data Sources
Our data were originally collected as part of the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Asthma [10] . The present study used only the 27 multigenerational Caucasian families that were collected in Minnesota. These families had 169 asthmatic members (as defined below), 347 who were not asthmatic and 129 for whom the diagnosis was unavailable. Pulmonary function data were available on 619 individuals, but only the 456 phenotyped subjects who also had genotype data were used in the linkage analysis (there were not genotypic data available for all 619 subjects due to decisions regarding which matings were potentially informative for the phenotype used in the original study).
For the CSGA, families were ascertained through two asthmatic siblings. The families were 'expanded' to permit recruitment of other relatives either by (a) extending the families through asthmatic relatives or (b) including no more than one unaffected relative to permit a lineage to incorporate other relatives with asthma. The inclusion criteria for each family consisted of each of the two asthmatic siblings having met the following criteria for the proband, namely (1) being at least 6 years of age; (2) having either bronchial hyper-responsiveness, defined as a fall from baseline FEV1 greater than 20% in one second after inhalation of 25 mg/ml or less of methacholine, or reversibility, defined as a 15% or greater increase from baseline FEV1 after inhaled bronchodilator (albuterol) for those with reduced baseline FEV1; (3) having the presence of two or more of the symptoms of coughing, wheezing and shortness of breath; (4) having less than three packyears of cigarette smoking, and (5) having a physician's diagnosis of asthma with no conflicting pulmonary disease. The Institutional Review Board of each institution approved the CSGA protocol, and informed consent for all diagnostic procedures was obtained from all subjects. All family members underwent a standardized CSGA protocol consisting of an interviewer administered questionnaire, pulmonary function studies including a methacholine challenge and/or reversibility studies, blood drawing for serum IgE levels and skin prick testing using standardized allergens. Additional details of the study design can be found in an earlier publication [10] .
Our basic data for the construction of phenotypes here was to use the logarithm of the percent predicted of the following variables: volume exhaled during the first second of a forced expiratory maneuver (FEV1), forced expiratory vital capacity (FVC), maximum expiratory flow when half of the FVC has been exhaled (FEFM) and forced expiratory flow rate over the middle half of FVC (FF25). While other transformations were considered, the logarithm led to the greatest amount of symmetry in the marginal distributions. Percent predicted refers to an observed value as a percentage of the predicted value given height, sex, and age; thus our analysis controls for sets of confounders that have an established influence on lung function measurements. These variables were used since they were obtained as part of the CSGA protocol and are potentially informative about asthmatics since asthma is a disorder of the respiratory system. These variables were selected since they reflect potentially different aspects of lung function. Other variables relating to lung function that were included in the data set (such as variables based on response to a methacholine challenge, such as PD20) had marginal distributions that departed strongly from normality, hence we were reluctant to include these in a cluster analysis with variables that were roughly normally distributed. Other variables that are frequently used in studies of asthma (such as serum IgE) were excluded in this analysis because we were focusing on lung function. We defined an individual's PFT profile to be the set of these 4 variables.
The Model for Phenotype Construction
Here we describe a probability model for the trait values corresponding to the mechanism described in the introduction. The model uses a 2 level mixture structure. Suppose there are K possible genetic sources of some disease and we have N families with data on individuals. A genetic source is a high-risk genotype involving one or more loci. Furthermore, assume an affected individual has only one of the genetic sources, and all affected individuals in a family have the same genetic source. Our model supposes that the trait values for an individual arise from a family specific mixture distribution with 2 components: a diseased component and a healthy component. Supposing the distribution for those with the disease in family j has mean j , we further suppose that these j arise from another mixture model, reflecting the different genetic sources of the disorder. Note that we assume the number of genetic sources is less than the number of families. If one suspects that each family has a distinct genetic source, one could just conduct a distinct linkage analysis for each family. In some situations, we may have further data on the subjects than just the trait values used for constructing the quantitative phenotype, as in the asthma data set investigated here, hence we allow the mixing proportions in the family specific mixture model to be subject specific, depending on a set of other variables.
In general, if y ij represents the p vector of quantitative variables for subject i in family j , x ij is a set of covariates for this subject indicating if the subject is likely affected, ␤ is a vector of regression Cluster Based Phenotypes and QTLs Hum Hered 2007;64: [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] 139 coefficients giving the effect of each element of x ij , f j ( j ) and h k ( k ) are both densities on a Euclidean space of dimension p with means j and k respectively, g j is another density on the same space, ij is an indicator variable which is one when subject i in family j is asthmatic, and weights k satisfying ⌺ K k = 1 k = 1, then we can write the above model in the following form:
Ber .
The above model describes the marginal distribution for a single individual. A full likelihood based treatment (which is not pursued here) needs to also take account of correlation in the y ij that is induced by familial relationships. This would be accomplished by using the kinship information for related subjects (unrelated subjects are modeled as independent). Given this framework, we define our quantitative variable as
, where k is the index of the mixture component to which family j belongs (and ͉ ͉ x ͉ ͉ 2 is the Euclidean norm of the vector x ). We use this as our variable for a genome screen because we want to measure how far an individual is from the typical affected in families that have the same genetic source as the family to which this individual belongs. The Euclidean norm is a convenient method for measuring distance in Euclidean spaces. In practice, we take the natural log of these values and standardize them before conducting the linkage analysis (to improve the approximation to normality).
An Algorithm for Phenotype Construction
Note that the phenotypes z ij depend on a set of parameters (namely k for k = 1, ..., K and cluster membership for all subjects), hence we must estimate these parameters to determine the phenotypic values. A full likelihood based approach would involve many assumptions about the densities in the previous section, and even if one would provisionally assume normality, issues of identifiability would likely arise given the full generality of the parameterization there (for example, would each family have its own covariance matrix describing the covariance of y ij for a common j ). Even then computation is daunting (due to the 2 level mixture model combined with estimation of ␤ ). Thus we propose an algorithm that is based on the model which combines method of moments estimators with heuristic clustering algorithms.
Here we suppose information is available about likely cases (but this information alone is not sufficient to detect linkage). First, we use this information about likely cases to identify 'affected'. Then we compute the mean of all p variables used for phenotype definition across all 'affected' in a family. The resulting set of mean values (one set of p means for each family) can be thought of as characterizing the typical affected for each family (the typical family level affected). Denote these averages x j for j = 1, ..., N , where x j is a p vector. Next we conduct a cluster analysis on these typical family level affected, x j . If this suggests the presence of clusters, then, for each subject in the data set, we determine family membership and measure the distance of the p vector of data for that subject, y ij , to the average of the x j 's in the cluster containing that subject's family. That is
where k is the index of the cluster to which the affected in family j belongs, and x ˜ k is the average of all x j in that cluster. This provides us with a quantitative score for each subject in the study.
This algorithm can be interpreted as an approximate solution to a special case of the general model. Our information about likely affected is used to estimate the set of ij , then given this set of estimates, x j provides a consistent estimate of j . Clustering of the typical family level affected corresponds to fitting a mixture model [see 11 for more on this correspondence], and choices regarding the cluster algorithm correspond to models for the distribution of the vectors j . Thus a cluster algorithm implies a choice for h k in the notation of the probability model, and the selection of a specific cluster algorithm would imply the use of a particular distribution for h k . In our experience, simple methods, such as k -means clustering [12] or Ward's method [13] , are sufficient to identify clusters well supported by the data and typically show substantial agreement with one another [14] . Hence we use k -means clustering to identify clusters of families that may have similar genetic sources of the complex disorder. Since k -means clustering seeks spherically symmetric clusters, we are supposing that the distribution of points drawn from h k is spherically symmetric, i.e. uncorrelated. In fact it has been reported that k -means does relatively well even when the data depart from this assumption [14] . The number of clusters was selected by examining the change in the within cluster sum of squares as a function of the number of clusters, and choosing the smallest number of clusters so that the drop in this quantity is negligible as the number of clusters increases (this is a commonly used heuristic for selecting the number of clusters, see for example [15] ). While many methods for determining the number of clusters have been proposed, none enjoys universal support, so here we qualitatively assess the clusters found using a given number of clusters. If we choose an inappropriate number of clusters, then we would not find linkage using the constructed phenotypes (in particular, our algorithm does not employ the strategy of attempting to use a varying number of clusters and selecting the number of clusters with reference to the results from the linkage analysis as this would distort our type I error).
All computations were done using the statistical software Splus (Version 3.4 Release 1 for Sun SPARC). The kmeans function was used to find a clustering solution given a set of initial centers. For all cluster analyses presented below, 100 initial sets of centers are used and the solution that gives the lowest pooled average distance to the cluster center is retained as the solution (solutions that have only one item in a cluster are excluded). Initial centers were selected by randomly selecting items to be cluster centers (this prevents the algorithm from breaking down due to the presence of an empty cluster).
Analysis of Pedigrees and Computation of LOD Scores
To ensure that familial relationships had been specified correctly, we ran all pedigree data through the Graphical Representation of Relationships (GRR) program [16] . This program allowed rapid confirmation of most relationships and easy detection of DNA sample mixups between or within families. We detected no errors. We then checked for Mendelian inconsistencies using Ped-check [17] and we corrected errors by setting appropriate genotypes to missing. Finally, we ran MERLIN [18, 19] with the 'error' option to identify further errors that appeared only as low-probability double recombinants and we again corrected likely errors by setting appropriate genotypes to missing.
Nonparametric variance components linkage analyses were conducted in SOLAR [20] but we used multipoint identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities computed in MERLIN and Loki [21, 22] to avoid the problems in SOLAR's implementation of the Fulker algorithm [20, 23, 24] . We used marker allele frequencies computed by MERLIN from founders in our pedigree data. When families were small enough (fewer than 27 bits) we used MER-LIN's implementation of the precise Lander-Green algorithm to compute multipoint IBD probabilities. For larger families, we used the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms implemented in Loki with 1,000,000 iterations and a 50-50 mix of L and M steps. This produced 44 files of IBD probabilities (large and small families for 22 chromosomes) that were converted to the SOLAR 'mibd' format using the program MER2SOL [25] . When kurtosis exceeded 0.5 in absolute value, we computed robust LOD scores based on the multivariate t distribution [26, 27] . Finally, we computed empirical singlepoint p values by computer simulation using SOLAR's 'lodadj' procedure which assumes complete marker information at a single locus.
Note that since the phenotypes are constructed without reference to any genetic data, the behavior of any statistic under the null hypothesis is the same as in any other use of QTL methods. If there is really no QTL acting to affect some trait, then no matter how we define the phenotype, the nominal significance level will be retained when empirical p -values are used.
Results
Results of the Cluster Analysis
For this data set, we have several pieces of information that are informative about the mixing proportions in the top level mixture distribution. These include, a questionnaire response to the question: 'Have you ever had asthma', in addition to several other questionnaire items inquiring about coughing, wheezing and shortness of breath (often a positive response to 2 of 3 of these questions is taken as an indication of asthma). Here we report the use of the question: 'Have you ever had asthma?' to select likely affected.
The algorithm described above was used to define a quantitative trait based on the PFT profiles of the subjects. We used k -means clustering with increasing numbers of clusters. Examination of the results from the cluster analysis suggested the presence of 4 clusters. Sensitivity of the results to the number of clusters is presented below.
Cluster Identities
In order to characterize the different varieties of asthmatics delineated in the cluster analysis, we can examine the cluster centers for each variety of asthmatic. If we compare the asthmatics to one another on the basis of the 4 variables used, the 4 types can be described as: (i) high FVC, with low FEFM and FF25; (ii) high FEV1, FEFM and FF25; (iii) low FEV1 and FF25, and (iv) low FVC. For each type, if a variable is not mentioned then that group of asthmatics was moderate for that variable, and high or low is relative to the mean value for asthmatics in this data set. Figure 2 summarizes these results: the solid line is cluster (i), the dotted line is cluster (ii), the line with short dashes is cluster (iii) and the line with the long dashes is cluster (iv). Asthmatics typically have a low ratio of FEV1 to FVC and have low values for FEFM and FF25, hence cluster (i) is closest to this view among the affected. Clusters (ii) and (iii) have similar PFT profiles but differ in the levels of all 4 variables, hence these 2 may represent a distinct variety of asthmatic with the clusters differing in terms of severity. Finally cluster (iv) is similar to the typical asthmatic in terms of the PFT profile except for high levels of FEFM.
Results from the Genome Scans
The results of the SOLAR genome scan for the derived quantitative phenotype for all chromosomes are shown in figure 3 . Initially, a peak LOD score of 3.17 was observed on chromosome 2 at marker D2S2944 which was located at 210 cM on our map. The peak was approximately 15 cM wide and was flanked by marker D2S1384 at 200 cM and marker D2S434 at 215 cM. The addition of four microsatellite markers in that region (D2S1782, D2S1369, D2S1345 and D2S1371) increased the peak LOD score to 3.40 at the same location. Figure 4 shows the LOD scores after the addition of these markers. High LOD scores in model free variance-components QTL linkage analyses can be due to false positive errors when the trait is non-normal with a large kurtosis. Our cluster phenotype had a kurtosis of only 0.18, which is not a concern. It is still wise to do further testing of the robustness of the finding by computer simulation. Holding phenotypes constant, we performed a gene-dropping simulation where genotypes for a single, fully-informative marker locus were transmitted according to Mendel's laws under the null model of no QTL effect. We repeated this procedure 100,000 times and computed a LOD score for every repetition. The largest of these 100,000 null-model LOD scores was 3.26, which is less than the observed LOD of 3.40. Therefore, we have an empirical p value of less than 0.00001 for our LOD of 3.40. By contrast, a LOD score of 3.0, when the normality assumption holds, corresponds to a p value of 0.0001, an order of magnitude larger than our empirical p value. We looked at the contributions of individual families to the total peak LOD on chromosome 2. We found that 16 families contributed positive LOD scores and 11 families contributed negative LOD scores. The highest family LOD scores were 1.15, 1.09, 0.69, 0.55 and 0.53. This is an encouraging result because it indicates that the linkage evidence was not due to the extraordinary influence of a single unusual family. The family LOD scores were essentially the same when the robust method was used.
We also conducted full genome scans in SOLAR for all four of the variables used to construct the derived phenotype. None of the four showed evidence for linkage anywhere in the genome. The highest LOD score among all four across all chromosomes was 0.72, and no trait had a substantial peak on chromosome 2. Thus the proposed method used a nonlinear mapping from a 4-vector to a scalar where there was no linkage signal from any component of the 4-vector and yet there was for the scalar. In addition the distance of each subject to the center of all affected was used as a variable (to assess the role of clustering of family level affected), and no significant linkage signal was found (the highest LOD was 0.3458).
To investigate the possibility of locus heterogeneity within the context of our overall approach, we also constructed four phenotypes as follows. We followed the algorithm for phenotype construction except, rather than computing the distance of each subject to the cluster center for his or her family, for each subject, we computed the distance to each of the four cluster centers. If there were four different types of asthmatics each with a distinct set of genes predisposing to that variety of asthma, D2S423  D2S1400  D2S1360  D2S405  D2S1788  D2S1356  D2S1352  D2S406  D2S1394  D2S1777  D2S1790  D2S1328  D2S442  D2S1399  D2S1353  D2S1379  D2S1776 3.3969 at 210 cM Chromosome 2   D2S1245  D2S1391  D2S1384  D2S1782  D2S1369  D2S2944  D2S1345  D2S1371  D2S434  D2S1363  D2S427  D2S338  D2S125 then one would expect that this approach should provide evidence for linkage. But the results of the genome screens found no such evidence: The highest LOD score for all four variables was 2.73. Moreover, when we used the robust variance components method, the peak LOD dropped to 0.97 and moved to a different chromosome which indicates that the high LOD score was most likely attributable to outliers. In contrast, the highest LOD score observed for our phenotype was 3.17 (with the original 10 cM map) and it still exceeded 3.0 when we used the robust method.
The 2q33 region has been identified in other genome scans [10, 28] , but the peak at 210 cM has not been specifically identified in previous studies. Most other studies concentrate on the region of 2q33 where CD28 and CTLA4 are located, which is at approximately 200 cM. An investigation of known genes in this region reveals several promising candidates, some of which have shown evidence for linkage to phenotypes associated with asthma: inducible T-cell co-stimulator, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4), CD28 antigen and the interleukin 8 receptors alpha and beta. Van Oosterhout et al. [29] noted that CTLA4 is expressed only in activated T cells and is a powerful negative regulator of T cell activation. Yang et al. [30] reported that a polymorphism in CTLA4 is associated in females with elevated serum levels of total IgE and allergic rhinitis. SNPs in CTLA4 have been reported to be associated with serum IgE, asthma severity, airway responsiveness, and asthma [3] . Both IL-8 and its receptors have been shown to play a role in the inflammatory process of lung disease [31] . Thus the present study finds further support for previously reported genes (CTLA4) and suggests others which have been implicated in inflammatory lung disease but have not shown evidence of linkage to asthma related phenotypes previously.
Sensitivity Analysis
Here we consider the effects of perturbations of the methodology on the results we find. In general, the location of the highest LOD score is quite robust with regard to variations in the methodology while the actual LOD score is less so. In general, the composition of the data set, in terms of variables and families, is rather important, whereas the number of clusters is not so important. This is encouraging as determining the number of clusters in a data set is a rather difficult problem, while on the other hand, a strength of this investigation is our large data set.
First, we consider varying the set of variables used in the cluster analysis. While there are many ways one could do this, here we report the results from clustering a set of only 3 (rather than 4) variables. If we exclude the variable FF25 then the location of the maximum LOD score shifts to another location and is only 0.8138. If we exclude the variable FEFM then the maximum LOD score is in the same location as our identified locus but only has the value 0.6162. In contrast, if either of the other 2 variables are excluded from the analysis then the location of the maximum LOD score shifts 1 cM and is 4.2606 when FVC is excluded and 3.4499 when FEV1 is excluded.
Next we consider the effect of using a different number of clusters. First, if we use just one cluster and measure all subjects from the center of the affected in this cluster than there is no evidence for linkage to any locus. Given that 4 clusters were selected based on changes in the within cluster sum of squares and the composition of the clusters, we consider the effect of perturbing the number of clusters by 1. In both cases the highest LOD score is observed at locus previously identified. When there are 3 clusters the LOD score at this locus is 3.2017 and when there are 5 clusters the LOD score is 2.6262.
In addition, rather than use the self report of whether a subject is asthmatic, we also consider the effect of using a confirmed doctor's diagnosis to identify asthmatics. The effect of this perturbation is to move the maximal LOD score to another location on the genome, but this LOD score is only 0.7537 which is not statistically significant. A possible reason for the loss of signal in this case is that 16% of the subjects identified as asthmatics using self-report are not identified as asthmatic using this more strict criterion.
Finally, in order to gain an understanding of the effect of individual families on the cluster analysis and resulting phenotype definition, we dropped each family from the analysis and then conducted the cluster analysis (always using 4 clusters). We next determined what cluster the excluded family should be classified as by comparing typical affected for the dropped family to the cluster centers identified in the cluster analysis. We then recomputed the phenotype for all subjects in the data set (including the family excluded from the cluster analysis) and computed LOD scores. The results of this analysis were that the largest LOD score was always at our previously identified locus or 1 cM away and ranged from 0.4143 to 4.1600 (the quartiles are 0.7109 and 1.789).
Discussion
Here we have proposed a novel method for defining quantitative disease phenotypes for complex disorders that may exhibit certain forms of heterogeneity. This work differs from other approaches that account for heterogeneity because it seeks loci that are common among most affected while recognizing that other genes likely modify the action of any common loci. The method was applied to a large data set of asthmatics and their extended families, and a locus was identified that includes several genes that are logical candidates for predisposition to asthma. Evidence was found for linkage to some genes that have previously been reported in the literature, and some evidence was found for linkage to genes that have not been previously been reported but for which other studies have suggested a role in inflammatory lung disease. Fine mapping of this region is currently underway.
While the proposed methods have been successful in identifying a locus of potential interest here, there are a number of difficult unanswered questions that remain. First, it is possible that for some forms of the disorder, many genes are involved and each only has a very small marginal effect. This would make identification of the genes involved difficult with this method and perhaps a method that searches for multiple genes simultaneously (or their interaction) could be used in conjunction with the proposed methodology. Nor is the effect of the ascertainment scheme obvious. This method clearly needs data for many families each with a substantial number of affected to be useful, and the ascertainment scheme for the CSGA data set has this property. Finally, there is not universal agreement on how to interpret PFT profiles (as defined here). One of our clusters corresponds to the typical PFT profile of an asthmatic, yet the others appear to be distinct from this profile. This further corroborates the view that asthma is a trait that exhibits locus heterogeneity.
